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1 In this paper we shall be concerned with the differential equation 
i = f-(.x”) -I- e(t) ik _ ?!?I, (l-1) 
where f  : R" ---f RF1 and e : R1 + R", and where f and e are continuous for 
x E R" and t E R1, respectively. 
The solutions of (1.1) are said to converge if for every pair of solutions 
x(t) and y(t) of (1.1) 
‘,iftl- [x(t) -y(t)] = 0. 
Our basic problem is to seek conditions on f  and e which will imply that all 
solutions of (I. I) converge. This problem has been studied in several papers 
[l-l I]. In most of these papers, a Liapunov-type function V is constructed 
to ‘measure’ the distance between solutions and to show that this distance 
must approach zero for large enough t. The situation is similar to the familiar 
Liapunov theorems concerning asymptotic stability since for solutions .x and 
y  of (1.1) it is shown that V(x,y) > n(il x - y  ii) and that rcl.?) , the time 
derivative of V with respect to the product system 
2 = f(x) + e(t), 
9 = f(Y) + e(t) 
(I.,) 
satisfies fi7c1.2)(t, x y) < - h(ii x - y  ;I) where U(Y) and b(v) are positive 
definite and satisfy some other conditions [5, 141. 
The problem which arises with this approach is the same as the problem 
which arises when trying to find a Liapunov function to establish asymptotic 
stability of solutions of (1.1). I n other words, it is very often much easier to 
find a function V, for which v(l,n) is negative definite with respect to a 
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closed set D not equal to the origin, than it is to find a function I’ for which 
Vfi.a) is negative definite with respect to the origin. 
In our principal result, Theorem 3, the case vo2) negative definite with 
respect to a closed set Sz will be examined and it will be shown that, in certain 
cases, convergence of solutions of (1.1) can still be established by examining 
the invariant subsets in Q of the system i = f(.~) x E Q. 
The approach will be similar to that used by a number of authors in 
examining the extent of asymptotic stability for solutions of nonlinear 
differential equations; see, e.g. [12; 14, Chap. 3; 16, Chap. 21. Theorem 3 
will then be applied to equations 
and 
2 + kg(x)k + h(x) == &p(t), (1.3) 
2 + a* + g(x) = p(t), (1.4) 
ii +f(bq + bx = p(t), (1.5) 
2 + af + kg(x)ji + h(x) = p(t) U-6) 
to find explicit conditions on the functions displayed which imply that all 
solutions of the corresponding equations converge. 
2. We begin by stating some definitions and notation which will be 
used in the remainder of the paper. 
We denote by RR real Euclidean n-space and by [ x [ the Euclidean norm 
of x E Rn. I f  A and B are sets, we denote by A x B their Cartesian product. 
Let U be an open subset of Rn containing the origin. I f  f : U x U + Rm, 
we say that f~ CU(x, y) if for each (x,, , yO) E G L’- there exist 6 > 0 and 
J?, > 0 such that, for j xi - .vvg j < 6, [ .z’~ x s0 ~ < 6, 1 yr - y0 I < 6, 
1 y2 - y. I < 6, we have 
If V : U x zi --f R’, we say that V is a Liapunov function if V E Cs(x, y). 
Define 
~k2)(4 x, y) = liy+;yp~{V(s + W(x) + he(t), y  t hf(y) t he(t)) - V@,y)). 
We note that if V has continuous first partials, then 
~(l.2)k 2, Y) = [grad, V(x, Y)I * [f(x) + 441 
+ k-4 W, ~91 . [.f( Y> t 4% 
where if x = (x1 ,..., xJ, then 
grad, V(x, y) = [qff ,..., y]. 
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I f  c is a positive number, p is a point in R” md Q is a subset of I?‘,, then 
and 
If { pn} is a sequence of points in R’&, then p,! --r Q as N --) K if 
lim n-m d(p, , -Q> -= 0. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper it will be assumed that the 
solutions of (1.1) are ultimately bounded by B Y 0; i.e., for every solution 
x(t) of (1.1) there is a positive number T such that x(t) E S, whenever 
t 2 T, where SB _ {x G R” ! .A- ; & Bj. 
I f  52 is a closed subset of R”, then we will say that a scalar function 
W : U x U --f R1 is positive definite with respect to Sz if V/(x, y) 0 
when (x, y) E U x I: and s -~ y  E B and if, corresponding to each E > 0 
and each compact set K C C:, there is a positive number 6 such that 
W(x, y) > 6 when (2, y) E K ,%: K and x - y  $ N(E, J2). 
A set S C R” will be called a semiinvariant set of (1.1) if every solution 
of (1.1) passing through a point of S at time t, ; -. 0 remains in S for all 
future time. 
3. THEOREM 1. Suppose that the solutions of Eq. (1.1) are ultimately 
bounded by B > 0 and suppose further that V(x, y) is a nonnegative Liapunov 
function defined on SB x S, . I f  
~~I.& 22, Y) < - W(x, Y), (3. I) 
where W(x, y) is positive dejinite with respect to a closed set Q in R*, then every 
pair of solutions B(t) and p)(t) of (1 .I) satisfy 
ast-+c0. 
O(t) - q(t) -F Q, (3.2) 
Proof. Let B(t) and q(t) be a pair of solutions of (1.1) and assume that 
O(t) - p)(t) does not approach Q as t + co. Then there is an E > 0 and a 
sequence (tk}, t, + CG as k + co, such that 
d(GJ - dtd, Q) > E, h = 1, 2,... . 
We will assume that t, is selected so that O(t) and p(t) are in S, for t > t, . 
Since f  is uniformly continuous on S, there is a positive constant F,-, such 
that 
I f(x)1 G Fo for s E S,, 
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and thus 
I f(s) - f( r)i d 24 for (x, y) E S, X SB . 
On the interval t,< < t < t, + c/4F,, , WC: have 
e(t) - p)(t) = j* [d(s) - c+(s)] ds i qtk) - dtd, 
ik 
or 
; e(t) - r&t) - [O(t,) - cp(tk)], < jjA+6’4’02F,, ds = ;, 
and thus 
W(t) - Fw fin) a ; for t,< < t < t, + & . 
II 
We can now assume, by taking a subsequence of {tJ if necessary, that this 
sequence of intervals is disjoint. It now follows from (3.1) that there is 
6(42) > 0 such that 
where 
for t 3 t, , 
a(t) = 
6; < t .< t, -’ -& , k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . 
0 
0 t, + ;F; < t < t,+, , 
and thus, by the comparison theorem [12, Lemma I], 
This is a contradiction of the hypothesis that V is nonnegative, 
Let O(t) and y(t) be an arbitrary pair of solutions of (1.1) and define I$ as 
T,, = y  E R” 
1 I 
there is a sequence (tk), f ,  ---f 03 as k -b GO 
such that $ [O(t,) - p(tk)] = y. I 
THEOREM 2. If there is a function V(x, y) such that Theorem 1 is satis$ed 
and if e(t) and c,o(t) are a pair of solutions of (l.l), then r& is a nonempty, 
compact, connected subset qf .Q n S,, . 
Proof. Since there is t, > 0 such that e(t) - p)(t) E S,, for t > t,, , 
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the proof that r& is nonempty, compact and connected follows casilv front 
familiar arguments; see, c.g., [13]. 
Assume that there is y  t r& -- -Q n &, Since ! O(r) --- p(t)1 21: foi- 
t 2 t,, (y 1 < 2B; and since Q is closed it follows that d(y, Q) t 0. 
Theorem I implies the existence of 7’(~/3) such that 
d(cqt) - y(t), J-2) < E/3 for ! T(t/3), (3.3) 
while from the definition of rLjd there is a sequence {t,(), I,> -+ m as /z + x’, 
such that 
Let Ii,(~/3) be such that 
I Y - P(b) - dtdl! < c/3 for k > K*(E/3), (3.4) 
and select F& 2 Kr such that tK3 > T(c/~). Then if k ;$’ Kz , M-e have, 
from (3.4) 
I e(t,) - dt,,J - Y 1 < 6,‘3, 
and, from (3.3), 
But since 9 is closed, there is w E Q such that ) w - [O(t,) - I], 
d(O(t,) - p(tR), Q) and this implies that / y  - w : < 2e/3 which is impossible 
since d(y, Q) = t. 
The following lemma will be needed to prove our next result. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that the solutions of Eq. (1.1) are ultimately bounded 
by B > 0 and that r(x, y) is a nonnegative Liapunov function which satis$es 
(3.1). Assume further that if (x, y) E S, x S, , then 
f(x) - f(Y) = f@ - Y) whenever X-YEE. (3.5) 
Let J = [0, T] T > 0. Corresponding to each E > 0, there is S(E) > 0 such 
that, if 6 and y  aye solutions of (1.1) which satisfy 
and 
1 e(P) - x0 
I dt*) - Yll 
I is 
I <& where x,, - y. = y  ED (3.6) 
Nt* + t) - - p(t * + t)] E N(S, Q) for t E J, (3.7) 
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then there is a solution x(t) of 
3 =f(x) XEQ (34 
passing through y  at t = 0 and remaining in l2 for t E J such that 
1 .Q(t* + t) - cp(t* + t) - x(t)\ < E 
for t t J. 
Proof. We will show first that for any E > 0 there is 6(c) > 0 such that, 
if (3.6) and (3.7) are satisfied, then there is a pair of solutions 8*(r) and y”(t) 
of (1. I) passing through x0 and ya , respectively, at t = t* for which 
) O(t* + t) - 9)(t” + t) - [e*(t* + t) - F*(t* + t)]! < ‘/ 
[e*(t* f  t) - fp*(t* + t)] 632 \ (3.9) 
for t E J. 
Suppose that this is not the case. Then there is an E > 0 and a sequence 
of positive numbers {S,,), a,, --t 0 as n + ‘JO, and functions {e,(t)]- and 
(F,(t)>, which are solutions of (1 .l) and which satisfy (3.6) and (3.7), but 
do not satisfy (3.4) for any pair of solutions s(t) and y(t) passing through 
x,, and y0 respectively at t =- t*. In particular, for every pair of solutions x(t) 
and y(t) passing through x0 and y0 respectively at t = t*, the functions 
B,(t) and cpn(f) satisfy either 
lt$ j O,(t* + t) - r&(t* jm t) - [x(t* ;- t) -y(t* f  t)]; ;z Ej 
or [x(t) -y(t)] L Q for some t E J. 
j (3.10) 
Since for each n, 
6’,(t* f  t) = O,(t*) + f:+tf[O,,(s)] ds + 1::” e(s) ds/ 
vn(t* + t) = Fn(t*) + J’~~‘tf[~n(s)] ds $ 1::” e(s) ds ’ 
(3.11) 
the sequences {e,} and {vn} are equicontinuous and uniformly bounded on 
t* < t < t* + T. From Ascoli’s Theorem there is a uniformly convergent 
subsequence {ena} of (0,) and there is a uniformly convergent subsequence 
{cpRi) of {P)?,$}. Now the subsequences (0,%.) and {vni) are uniformly 
co&eArgent subsequences of (0,) and (F~}, resiectivcly. ’ 
I f  e(t) and $(t) are the limit functions of these subsequences, then it is 
clear from (3.6) and (3.11) that e^  and $ are solutions of (1.1) satisfying 
d(t*) = x0 and $(t*) = y0 and from (3.7) that 
&t* + t) - cj?(t* + t) E Q for t E J. (3.12) 
Since H’ and $5 arc the uniform limits of the sequences (O,,ijj and {cJJ~(~~;. 
there is a positive intcgcr Jo such that, for; J,, , 
1 e,,,(t- !- t) - &t* -I- tj; <: c2 
and 
I %,,@ * t- t) -- c$(t* + f)l CL: E/2 
for t E J. But this implies that, ifj > Jo , then 
/ en&t* + t) - qqt* -I- t) - @(t * $ t) - $(t* + t)]i < E (3.13) 
for t E /. Now combining (3.12) and (3.13), we have arrived at a contradiction 
of (3.10). 
For a given E > 0 let S(t) > 0 be such that if (3.6) and (3.7) are satisfied, 
then there is a pair of functions 0* and q~* such that (3.9) is satisfied. Since 
O* and q~* are solutions of (1.1) 
d*(t* + t) - +*(t* + f) = f(d*(t* + t)) - f(F*(t* + t)), and from (3.9) 
and (3.5), 
e*(t* + 1) - +*(t* t- t) =f(e*(t* + t)) -f(p*(t* i- t)) 
=f[e*(t* + t) - y*(t* + t)]. 
So if we set x(t) =- B*(t* -k t) - v*(t* f- t), then 2.(t) = f(.v(t)) for f  E J 
and from (3.9) it is clear that x(t) satisfies Lemma 1. 
In most applications, the set Q will be the intersection of S,, with a linear 
subspace of RR. In this case, hypothesis (3.5) implies linearity off(s) within 
Q. However, if D is not of this type, (3.5) will not in general imply linearity 
of f(r) within Q. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that the solutions qf Eq. (1.1) are ultimately bounded 
by B > 0, and that there exists a nonnegative Liupunov function V(X, y) 
de$ned on S, x S, for which - v~~.~,(t, x, y) 3 W(x, y), where W is positive 
definite with respect to a closed subset l2 of R*. Suppose further that if 
(x, y) E S, x S, , then 
f  (3) - f(y) == f(x - y), whenever .2: - y  E fin. (3.14) 
If  S is the largest semiinvariant set contained in 9 of the equation 
P = f(x), x E Q, (3.15) 
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then every pair of solutions 0(t) and g)(t) of Eq. (1 .l) satisfy 
OH - dt) - s 
as t + co (i.e., r&C S). 
Proof Let 0 and 9 be solutions of Eq. (1. I), then, as a result of Theorem 1, 
O(t) - 944 - J-2 (3.16) 
at t+ c0. 
To show that F& C S, we will show that for every y  E I’& there is a 
solution x(t) of (3.15) passing through y  at t =: 0 and remaining in Q for 
t 3 0. 
Since y  G r& , there is a sequence {tk}, t, + co as k -+ ~0, such that 
(3.17) 
For a sequence {Ed} of positive real numbers approaching zero as p --f 00 
and T > 0, let sD(cp, T) > 0 satisfy Lemma 1 for p -= 1, 2,... . Now for 
each p, (3.16) and (3.17) imply the existence of a K, > 0 such that for 
k 3 K, 
I %A - &k)l < 8, i 
d(O(bL + t) - q(t, + t), Q) < 6, , t 2o.i 
(3.18) 
It follows from Lemma 1 that there is a solution x9(t) of (3.15) passing 
through y  at t = 0 and remaining in .Q for t E J such that, for k 3 K, and 
t E I, 
I VlC + t) - dt, + t) - qJ(t>i < ED . (3.19) 
Now for t E /, each xv(t) satisfies 
df) = Y + j”tf(~,(s,, ds 
X&> ,“52, 
(3.20) 
and, since the sequence (x9(t)} is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded, 
it has a uniformly convergent subsequence on J. Let x(t) be its limit function. 
Then, clearly from (3.20), x(t) is a solution of (3.15) which passes through 
y  at t = 0 and remains in Q for t e J. 
Since T is arbitrary, there is a solution x(t) of Eq. (3.15) defined for t > 0 
which passes through y  at t = 0 and remains in 52 for t > 0. Thus if S is the 
largest semiinvariant set of (3.15) contained in Q, then y  E S, i.e., r’k C S. 
Note. It is clear from the proofs of ‘rheorems I, 2 and 3 that if the 
statement ‘assume that all solutions of Eq. (I. I) are ultimately bounded by 
B > 0’ in Theorem 3 is replaced by the statement ‘For all solutions ,A(!) 
of Eq. (1.1) which satisfy ultimately i s(t)i -:. B for B ;- 0’. then the 
conclusion of Theorems I, 2 and 3 remain valid for anv pair of solutions 
x(t) and y(t) which ultimately satisfy / x(t)! Z< R and 1 y(t)! :<< B. 
4. In this section Theorem 3 is applied to Eqs. (1.3)-( 1.6) to find 
explicit conditions guaranteeing convergence of solutions. Theorem 3 is 
used to give more concise proofs of existing results in Theorems 4 and 5 
and to find new results in Theorems 6 and 7. 
To satisfy hypothesis (3.14), we will seek a scalar function V for which 
- V(l,Z) ;G W, where W is positive definite with respect to a closed set Q 
and f is linear within Q. Let f  be a function of the variables x1 ,..., x’, and 
assume that f is linear in the variables xi , i E .I1 , J1 C J,, = {I, 2 ,..., n). 
I f  for the scalar function E-[(,x, ,..., L 71 , x ) (Yl >..., J,,)], pc1.2) < 0 whenever 
x:iEJ,-J, (.vi - yi)’ > 0, then B C ((x1 ,..., x,J 1 X, mm= 0, i E J1} and (3.14) 
will be satisfied. In particular, if li(l,Z) is a continuous function of (h”l ,..., x,)) 
and if J2 and J3 are subsets of Jo such that Jz u Js =: Jo and li~~,~) < 0 for 
Cfd, X, - yi)” > 0 and Fc,.~) = 0 for CiSJ, (,x, -- y,)” ~.= 0, then we can 
select Q == {(x1 ,..., .yn) ) .Ti = 0, it Jz and 1 xi 1 ;I: 2B, in J3}. 
Consider first Eq. (1.3), where it is assumed that g and h are continuous 
for x E R1 and p is continuous for t 3 t, . This problem was studied first 
by Levinson [l] for the case h(s) =- .x, and later by Cartwright and Littlewood 
[2], Reuter [3], Yoshizawa [5] and others. 
THEOREM 4. Axme that h(0) =: 0 and that there aye positive constants 
d and B such that ezery solution x(t) of (1.3) ultimately satis$es 1 x(t), :g A 
and 1 I”(t)1 < B. Assume that, for 1 x I .< z4, 
(1) 0 < Ul <g(x) < a,, 
(2) 0 < us < h’(x) < a4 , 
(3) h”(x) exisfs and 1 h”(x)1 < y(A); 
then ;f k > r(A) . B/ala, , any tzuo solutions x(t) and u(t) of (1.3) satisfy 
x(t) - u(t) ---f 0, k(t) - 22(t) -j 0 us t + co. 
Proof. Consider the system 
tk = y - kG(x) 
j = --h(x) + &P(t), 
(4.1) 
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1 = y  - kG(x) ti = v  - kG(u), 
j = -4q + b(t) ti = --h(u) + kp(t), 
(4.2) 
where W-4 = jh 6 
0 
Let V(x, y, u, 71) be defined by 
then 
where 
dx, 4 
and 
Q, y, u, a) = y(x, u)(x - u)" + ( y - 8)2, 
4-4 - 44 X#U 
x-u *Gf, u) = 
w4 x = 24, I 
G(x) - G(u) x + u 
x-u 
g(x) x = u, 
Since / t - zi 1 < 2B and / h”(x)[ < r(A), it follows that / @ / < 2By(A). 
Thus 2h91# - @ > 2ka,a, - 2By(A) = M > 0 since k > y(A)B/a,a, , 
and - VC~.~)(~, x, y, u, V) 3 W(x, y, u, z1), where W = M(x - u)~ is positive 
definite with respect to the set 52 = ((x, y) E R2 ( x = 0). On the set Q system 
(4.1) takes the form 
k=y 
jJ = 0, 
(4.3) 
and this system has solutions y  = cr and x = c,(t - to) + c2 . Clearly, the 
only solution of this system which remains in .Q for t 3 to is the zero solution, 
i.e., the largest semiinvariant set contained in Q of the Eq. (4.3) is S = ((0,O)). 
The conclusion of Theorem 4 now follows from Theorem 3 noting the 
relationships of (1.3) and (4.1). 
Loud [4] established the following result concerning Eq. (1.4) with 
inequality (4.4) replaced by max121GAg’(x) < &a” and Ezeilo [7] showed 
that this inequality could be replaced by (4.4). 
jOS/IO/Z-3 
THEOREM 5. If  a > 0, g(0) .-=. 0, / J: p(s) ds -s E” and g’ exists ml 
satisfies 
0 <.. 6 << ,g’(x) .for ali .x1 
then all solutions x(t) of (1.4) which ultimately lie in the ralzge 1 A L-L A ronverge 
provided that 
,‘Iyl<i g’(x) --:: ur. (4.4) 
Proof. Since u > 0, g’ 12 b > 0 and ] sip(s) ds j :< E,, , it follows from 
[15, Theorem 3) that there are positive constants A, and B such that trvz,y 
solution x(t) of (1.4) ultimately satisfies I x(t)’ <; -4, and I k(t)! :: R. 
Equation (1.4) is equivalent to the system 
.* z- ” 
3 = -ay -g(x) + p(t), 
(4.5) 
and we need also the associated system 
Define V(x, y, U, ZJ) by V -= S2 + ia2X2 + LSJ’, where A’ = x - u and 
Y = y  - ZJ, and then - ljc4.&l := aY2 + 2r&YI’ + aqS2, where v  is defined 
as in the proof of Theorem 4. Since there is g, < a2 such that 
0 < b < g’(x) <g, for 1 x [ S< A, - vc4.6) is positive definite with respect 
to the origin and the result follows immediately from Theorem 3. 
Consider Eq. (1.5) where it is assumed that b > 0, f(0) = 0 and that f  
and p are continuous for x E R1 and t 2 0, respectively. 
THEOREM 6. If  there are positive constants A and B such that every 
so&ion x(t) of Eq. (1.5) ultimately satisfies , x(t)1 < &4 and 1 ci(t)j < B and 
iff (y) is strictly monotonic increasing on the interval [--B, B], then the solutions 
of ( 1.5) cumerge. 
Proof. Consider the system 
jr = -f(y) - bx L p(t) 
and the associated system 
(4.7) 
ti=y G.--z, 
9 = -f(Y) - 6x +p(t) 6 = -f(v) - bu +-p(t). 
(4.8) 
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I f  we select v(x, y, u, ZI) = b(x - ~)a + ( y  - ~)a, then 
&4.*)(4 4 Y> u, 74 = -2[f( y) - f(v)][ y - v]. 
Let 
F(y, v) = [f(y) - f(v)][y - v] for (y, 71) E S, = [--B, B] :< [--B, B]. 
Since f  is strictly monotonic increasing on [-I?, B], F(y, a) = 0 for y  = V 
andP(y,u) > 0 ify + v. 
For any S > 0, the set S, = S, - {(y, v) E S, j j y  - v  / < 6) is compact, 
and since F is continuous on 5’ there is ~(6) > 0 such that 
Fb, 4 > 4s) (4.9) 
on S, . 
Now from (4.9), - Vt4.s) is positive definite with respect to the closed set 
Q = {(x, y) ( y  = O}. On Q, (4.7) becomes 
.k = 0 
-j = -bx. 
(4.10) 
Clearly, the largest semiinvariant set S contained Q of (4.10) is S = ((0, 0)} 
and the result follows from Theorem 3 and the relation of Eq. (1.5) to 
system (4.7). 
Consider now Eq. (1.6) where a > 0 and where the following conditions 
are assumed to hold: 
(1) There are positive constants A, B, and C such that every solution 
x(t) of (1.6) satisfies ultimately 1 x(t)\ < A, ( k(t)\ < B, and 1 Z(t)\ < C. 
(2) The functions g, g’, h, h’ and h” exist on [--A, A] and g, h and h’ 
are continuous on [--A, A]. 
(3) There exist positive constants aI , aa , ua, u4 , A, , and A, such 
that, for ( x / < A, 
(4) There exists p > 0 such that BA,/u,a, < l//3 < u/at . Now let 
b = u,a, - PBA, , c = u/3 - ua and set 
~(4 B) = 
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THEOREM 7. If  conditions (l)-(4) are satisfied and if k ~2, r(A, B), then 
the solutions of (I .6) converge. 
Note. If  g(x) = 1, h(x) /1(,x, and j p(t)1 .._ p,, for t ; 0, then the 
solutions of Eq. (1.6) converge if a, /z and h,, satisfy the Iiouth-Hurwitz 
conditions 
a :> 0, ak > h, > 0. 
Proof. Consider the system 
j = z - ay - kG(x) 
2 = -44 + p(t), 
and the associated system 
(4.1 I ) 
&E-y li=v 
j = z - ay - kG(x) ti =: w - av - kG(u) (4.12) 
2 = -h(x) + p(t) ti == -h(u) + p(t), 
where G(x) = Jig(y) do. 
Define V = V(x, y, x, u, n, w) by 
2V = ay(x, u) X2 + k/3+(x, u) X” + pY2 + Z2 - 2/3X2 + 29(x, U) XY, 
where X z x - U, Y  = y - V, % I= z - W, 
I f  we set @ = qa”i’ + yUti and Y = (c1,ti + &zi, then 
2P’ = [apX2 $- 2qXY + j3Yz] + [k&U? - 2/3X2 + Z2], 
we observe that 
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imply the existence of cl > 0 such that 
[apX2 + 2$BXY + pY”] 3 E1[X2 + Y”] for IN],JUI <LI 
and lrl,l~l <B. (4.13) 
Again from condition (4) 
which implies the existence of ~a > 0 such that 
[k/3$X2 - 2pXZ + Zz] 2 E~[X~ + Zz] for 1x1, (uj <A 
and jz(, lw; <C. (4.14) 
Combining (4.13) and (4.14) we see that V is nonnegative for 1 x /, 
/ u 1 < A, / y /, / D 1 < B and I z 1, 1 w 1 < C. Call this last domain Q. 
Now 1 k 1 < B, ) ti 1 < B, and (3) imply that 
[ $@ ! ,( BA, and I&i <:A,, 
which along with (3) and (4) imply that on Q 
cpll, - /3,U 3 ala3 - PA,B = 6. 
As a result of this inequality we have on Q 
k[y+&?‘] -;@-&>kb- aBA, - a$. 
Noting from (4) that a/3 - q~ 3 up - a2 = c > 0, we see that - v,4,18) 
will be positive definite with respect to 
f.2 = {(x, y, ez) R3 1 x = 0 =: yj if [kb - aBA, - a&?] c > B2A,*, 
i.e., if k > y(A, B). 
It follows now from Theorem 3 that if 0 and v  are any two solutions of 
Eq. (4.1 l), then e(tj - v(t) - S as t --f co, where S is the largest semi- 
invariant set contained in s;! of the system 
*==0 
The solutions of this system al-c Y 7~ C, , z f‘? .mci y  c2(t ~- tc,) j- c;i . 
To remain in Q we must clearly have c1 C? 1’,% 0, i.e., S =- {(O, 0, 0)). 
Theorem 7 now follows from the relation of Eq. (I .h) to system (4. I I ). 
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